


[redacted]

Subject: FW: Barclay review of business rates 

From: [redacted]
Sent: 01 September 2017 14:51 
To: [redacted]
Cc: Macdonald R (Roddy); Mitchell E (Elinor); Watson AA (Andrew); Campbell B (Bridget); Rollison R (Richard); Gil O 
(Oonagh); MacKinnon D (Donna); Hogg KJ (Kenneth); [redacted]
Subject: RE: Barclay review of business rates 

Hi [redacted]

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on the recommendations of the review. We note your 
subsequent e-mail indicating that some of the recommendations which are likely to be more 
controversial, and, in particular from our point of view, recommendation 24 which relates to the 
removal of rates relief from a number of different types of charities, are to be the subject of further 
consideration. This e-mail therefore represents our initial thinking on the various 
recommendations which we had pulled together to meet your original deadline but we welcome 
the opportunity to be involved in further consideration of recommendation 24. It would be helpful to 
know what the process is likely to be from here on in, and how we can engage with it -both for the 
drafting of the statement on 12 September and for the further consideration of the more 
controversial recommendations. 

[redacted]

• [redacted]

[redacted]
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[redacted]

Recommendation 24 continues to cause us some difficulty. At present all OSCR registered 
charities are treated equally and are entitled to the same reliefs and benefits. Removing rates 
relief completely from independent schools and ALEOs would be the first time we have departed 
from this on the basis of category of charity and it would essentially create a 2 tier system for 
charities. We are not convinced that this would be desirable and it could be difficult to justify. 

Independent schools in particular have already been the subject of a specific thematic review by 
OSCR, and have either (re-) met the charity test or have made the adjustments required to allow 
them to do so. In other words, their charitable status has already been the subject of greater 
scrutiny than that of other charities, including other educational establishments such as 
universities/colleges. Removing rates relief would mean that, despite this, we were creating a 
class of charities who receive less favourable treatment than others. 

[redacted]

It could also be argued that the recommendation to remove the rates relief from some charities to 
bring them into line with other providers is inconsistent with recommendation 4 which proposes 
that all day nurseries (whether public, private or third sector) should receive 100% rates relief. We 
recognise that the argument here is that this would enable more people to return to work, but 
there is, frankly, no guarantee that nurseries would pass on the savings to parents by reducing 
their fees. There is a risk that the rates relief for nurseries would essentially be funded by 
removing rates relief from charities with no discernible benefit to parents and therefore to the 
workforce. 
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We assume that colleagues who lead on ALEOs, independent schools and universities and 
colleges will comment on the potential impact of what is proposed on these organisations, and 
those who use their facilities, and I have copied them in above. Our concern is with the integrity of 
the charity test and with the treatment of organisations which are legitimately classed as charities. 

Thanks 

[redacted]

[redacted]
Charity Law and Volunteering Team 
Third Sector Unit 
0131 244[redacted]
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Recommendation 21. 42 days reset period for empty property relief increased to .6 
months. 
lltlpadton Charities (reducesopportunityfor charities to.exist thatadvertise rates 
avoiclanc;e for empty properties tn exchangeJorfees/ dcmation. Generally these. 
charities are eventually removedfrom osgg li§t,. but others. spring up in their place: 
Fpr a· recent example see http:/lthirdforcenews,org.uk/tfn-news/charity-declared;; 
bankrupt-with�1 m-debts 

Recornmer1.datio11 22. Self-catering properties musfprove.actual let for7Q d;ays. 
Currently thpse with second homesclaim they intend to let them as holiday homes, 
but do .not andiso.switch· frorrrcounciltax liabilitytqbusiness.•(non-domestic) rates 
butclaim smallbusiness bonus thus avoiding payment of any local taxation.• 
'Tourism (aimed at reducing an ·avoiclance.tacticfor second homes, .. butpotentially

 could impacton srnall numbers of genuineselT- catering • property where this is letless than 70 days) 

Recommendation 24. Charity relief reformed. Currently an OSCR registered 
charity receives at least 80% relief. 
Charities, universities, independent schools, council run sports/ cultural 
facilities (no change to charitable status, but recommendation prevents award of 
relief- as in Northern Ireland - to these bodies to create a level playing field. Brings 
all accommodation providers, such as Universities halls of residence into line with 
private sector hotels/ hostels who do pay full rates, independent schools into line 
with council schools and council run trusts that deliver sports facilities etc. into line 
with private sector). 

[redacted]
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[redacted] 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ministerial 

Briefing - Mr Ma ... 

[redacted]
05 September 2017 14:05 
Cabinet Secretary for Finance and the Constitution 
[redacted]; [redacted]; Mccaig C (Callum); [redacted]; MacKinnon D (Donna); 
[redacted]
Ministerial Briefing - Mr Mackay - Barclay- SCIS 7 sept 

Please see attached brief for you meeting with Scottish Council for Independent Schools (SCIS) 
on 7 Sept. 

I also attach a separate pdf of recent correspondence from SCIS. 

SCIS25 Aug 
letter- MACCS S ... 

Thank you 

[redacted] 
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MINISTERIAL ENGAGEMENT BRIEFING: DEREK MACKAY 

Engagement title 

Engagement timings 

Venue and full address 

Background/Purpose 

Attendance 

Briefing 

Official support 

Non-domestic rates: Barclay review of rates- meeting 
with SCIS (Scottish Council for Independent Schools) 

Thurs 7 September, 13.30-14.00 

Parliament T4.07 

Purpose: 

• to hear from SCIS the potential impact of the
Barclay recommendation to prevent charities.

• John Edward write to you on 25 August - separate
pdf attachment

1. John Edward, Director, SCIS (Scottish Council for
Independent Schools)

2. Alan Hartley, Chair, SCIS (Scottish Council for
Independent Schools)

Annex 

A: Purpose, Background and Key points 2 

B: Response from individual private schools 3 

C: Letter dated 25 Aug from SCIS separate pdf 

[redacted] 
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[redacted] 

Subject: FW: Barclay 

From: [redacted]
Sent: 12 September 2017 14:09 
To: [redacted]
Subject: RE: Barclay 

Hiya 

Was on leave this morning so only just picking this up. 

You will see that [redacted] has sent us a copy of the draft statement - just checked parliament website 
and looks like the statement will be at 2pm https://bb.parliament.scot/#20170912 
I will try and tune in. 

[redacted] in PO thinks the minute wet from Cab Sec to Mr McKay, but they are just double checking and 
will ring me back to confirm - I will see if we can get a copy of the final version that went. 

Spoke to OSCR yesterday - they have the same concerns as us, we can discuss tomorrow but v briefly 
their concerns are: 
• 2 tier charity system
• Undermines the charity test
• [redacted]
• Not all schools that are supporting children with disabilities/ASN are registered as schools for the 

disabled, so not as clean cut as saying schools supporting children with additional needs will qualify for 
the disability rates relief.

• Overall they thought the report was making it seem like these changes would be easy and 
straightforward, but all the complexities/unintended consequences haven't been fully considered or 
explored. 

[redacted]

[redacted] 

I also asked about what other benefits there are from being a charity, and they confirmed that rates relief 
was one of the biggest (and a key driver for many registering). 
Other benefits include: 

• Gift aid (for those that fundraise)
• Water exemption
• Corporation tax exemption (and other tax exemptions)

They also mentioned that some funders will only provide funding if they are a registered charity. 

Sorry that is all a bit rushed - but we can pick up properly when I am back in the office. 

Thanks 
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[redacted] 

[redacted]
Charity Law and Volunteering Team 
Third Sector Unit 

0131244[redacted]
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[redacted] 

From: 

Sent: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Importance: 

[redacted]
12 September 2017 14:59 

Macdonald R (Roddy); Mitchell E (Elinor); Watson AA (Andrew);  Campbell B 

(Bridget); Rollison R (Richard); Gil O (Oonagh); MacKinnon D (Donna); Hogg KJ 

(Kenneth); [redacted]

SG response to Barclay review of business rates 

High 

To note Cabinet Secretary for Finance will make a statement to Parliament today at 16.05. 
This will outline the SG response to the Barclay report. 

In brief summary 

most Barclay recommendations will be accepted 
2 will not be progressed (those relating to adding agricultural land will onto the valuation 
roll and levying rates on commercial agricultural processing) 

�
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5 Recommendations will be subject to more engagement with the outcome bei g 
confirmed towards the end of this year. This includes the recommendations tha remove 
charity relief for certain recipients including ALEOs, independent schools and 
accommodation by universities, reform of relief for sports clubs, empty properties nd 
properties in active occupation and the levying of rates on parks 
the nursery relief will be set at 100% (level hadn't been confirmed) 

In addition he will also confirm a number of related policies including 
- a continuation off the bill cap for hotels, pubs, restaurants and Aberdeen city/ shire offices at
12.5%
- A 60% relief for hydro schemes

The statement is attached along with a more detailed summary paper 

2017-09-12 NDR Barclay Review of 
ministerial sta... Rates - Draf ... 

Please note that both documents are for internal circulation only 

Grateful if any press queries on the announcement could be routed through this team 
(please copy in [redacted], [redacted] and [redacted]).

Thanks 

[redacted]
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.J 

[redacted]
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